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Ethical Attitudes of Entry-Level
MIS Personnel
David B. Paradice
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A survey examining the ethical attitudes of over 125 upper
division undergraduate business students was administered. As
this sample contains students from throughout the southwestern United States that will be accepting jobs in a matter of
months this group is representative of entry-level employees in
this United States area. Frequently, entry-level employees are
naive regarding "accepted" corporate behavior. "Acceptable
behavior" may be a particularly ambiguous concept in the
information systems field, since the field is still relatively
young and is evolving at a tremendously rapid pace. The
survey focussed on situations containing computer-based systems and investigated motives of obligation, opportunity, and
intent. Responses by MIS subjects are compared to non-MIS
subjects. Some statistically significant differences between the
groups appeared: non-MIS subjects felt programmers should
be responsible for the inherent correctness of calculations
embodied in programs, MIS subjects indicated stronger notions of professional responsibility, and MIS subjects were
more tolerant on the issue of unauthorized software copying.
These results indicate entry-level personnel should be given
specific guidelines regarding acceptable corporate behavior.
Keywords: Ethics, MIS, Data Processing Personnel, Ethical
Dilemma, Entry-Level Personnel.
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Introduction

Although unethical behavior by corporate executives makes headlines, the misjudgments of
lower-level staff may ultimately cost organizations
more. Errors in judgment may not be spectacular,
but they require managerial time and effort to
correct. When an employee mishandles a client,
uses bad judgment regarding confidential information, or acts in any other manner that reflects
poorly on the organization, someone in a senior
position must usually take corrective action. In
some cases, the employee may not even realize
that the actions are unacceptable. In cases where
an employee must be dismissed, the organization
loses its investment in training that employee.
An earlier study [20] determined that the existence of a computer-based system in an ethical
"dilemma" influenced ethical decision-making
processes. In this paper, the attitudes of approximately 125 undergraduate third and fourth
year students concerning a series of ethical "situa-
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tions" involving computer-based systems are
evaluated. Thus, these subjects represent a subset
of the next one-to-two year population of entrylevel employees in the southwestern United States.

Ethics Research in MIS
Although pursued widely [1,2,8,9,10,12,13,23,
26,27,28,30] in other fields, ethics research is virtually nonexistent within MIS. However, the need
for MIS-oriented ethics research has not gone
unnoticed. Sackman [24] observed that ethics and
values could be treated as research hypotheses and
therefore examined scientifically. Weinberg [29]
noted that data processing managers must deal
with moral dilemmas but did not examine how
data processing (i.e., MIS) professionals differ
from others.
The Fourth National Conference on Business
Ethics focused on ethics and computer technology
management [11]. Topics included the application
of existing ethical behavior codes in computerbased environments, the categorization of the
computer as an inherently amoral tool, and the
potential domination of computer professionals
over others. The results of Parker's study of professionals (technologist, manager, ethical philosopher, lawyer, etc.) judging ethical issues in hypothetical scenarios indicated that their perception
of ethical behavior varies widely [21,22]. In most
cases, professionals were divided when asked
whether the "actor" had behaved ethically. In
some cases, they indicated there was no ethical
issue. Parker's results indicate that differences may
exist in the way these professional groups "process" a moral dilemma.
Recently, monographs have appeared on ethics
and computers. Johnson [17] addressed issues involving the proliferation of computer-based information. He focused primarily on the need for
modification of existing rules of human behavior.
His work outlined characteristics that an "ethic
for a computer society" should exhibit. Johnson
[15,16], a philosopher, identified ethical issues of
computer use from a contemporary philosophical
viewpoint. She briefly reviewed competing ethical
theories and examined several professional computing industry codes of ethics. She considered
liability aspects for malfunctioning computer programs, conflicting societal concerns (e.g., informa-
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tion need versus privacy rights) and the potential
power derived by controlling information and
access to it. This work identified issues but did not
investigate them empirically.
Mason [18] addressed ethical behavior in terms
of privacy, accuracy, property, and accessibility.
There are data items which individuals have a
right (1) to keep private, (2) to ensure are accurate, (3) to own, and (4) to access. He noted that
"information forms the intellectual capital from
which human beings craft their lives and secure
dignity" [18]. However, information technology
may be misused in all areas, reducing an individual's intellectual capital.
Recently, papers addressing MIS ethical issues
have begun to appear. For example, Sheridan [25]
investigates computer crime phenomena and asks
whether an information system's presence directly
impacts criminal activity. Jastrow [14] addresses
the growth of computing power and relates this
growth to man's evolution. He suggests that the
future may consist of a symbiotic relationship,
where computers minister to man's social and
economic needs. Neither discussion, however, tests
these hypotheses.
A recently formed professional organization in
the United States emphasizes the ethical responsibilities of computer industry professionals. Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
(CPSR) is "an alliance of computer professionals
concerned about the impact of computer technology on society." It is "a public interest organization of people in the computer field who are
concerned about some of the current and proposed uses of computer technology." This group
sponsors an annual conference and it reflects a
growing concern by computer industry professionals for their impact on society. An industry
newsletter, Conscience in Computing, is devoted to
providing a forum for the discussion of ethical
issues in computer-based environments [3].
In summary, while there is considerable and
growing interest in computer ethics, empirical investigation of computer industry professionals'
ethical decision-making behavior is scarce. As
noted by Trevino, this circumstance is not surprising. Few managers would be willing to allow their
ethical behavior to be monitored. And, manipulating ethical decision-making behavior in actual field
studies would be unacceptable [27]. De George [6]
observed that frameworks and hypotheses need to
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be tested, however, to move business ethics research beyond discussions of morality to a point
where tangible results that can impact organizational behavior can be identified.

Experimental Design and Data
Twelve ethical situations were developed and
presented to subjects [see 4, 22]. The situations
focus on three general areas: obligation, opportunity, and intent. These areas were chosen primarily
because they have been identified in prior discussions as significant variables [e.g., 16, 22]. Obligations are one's responsibilities to others. Opportunity results from a favorable set of conditions to
limit barriers or provide rewards [8]. Intent is
defined as an individual's subjective probability
that a behavior will occur [10]. It is determined by
the individual's attitude toward the behavior [9].
As computer-based systems become more
widespread, MIS entry-level professionals' perceptions of obligation becomes an important social
issue. Since MIS entry-level personnel have technical skills that provide significant and powerful
advantages in manipulating computer-based systems, opportunities exist for behaviors to evolve
that are generally unacceptable to the larger part
of society that does not possess these skills. Further, MIS staff access to systems provides an
opportunity for unethical behavior that is generally unavailable to others. Organizational conflict
may occur if the intentions of MIS staff diverge
from corporate policies.
Twelve situations were presented to over 125
upper division undergraduate students in order to
determine the attitudes of entry-level personnel.
The subjects received no prior training or instruction, nor were they involved in any "consciousness-raising" discussion regarding ethics or ethical
decision making. One person administered the instrument to all subjects. All subjects were voluntary, anonymous participants. Demographic data
collected on age, sex, and socio-economic status of
childhood environment revealed no statistically
significant differences in the two groups. A religious fundamentalism survey [19] was also administered, again indicating no statistically significant
difference in the groups.
Each subject was asked to read a situation, then
answer a question regarding an actor in the situa-
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tion. (Names were given to the scenarios to facilitate this discussion, these names did not appear in
the original survey.) The subject was asked to
indicate whether the actor's action was "unacceptable," "questionable," or "acceptable."
The subjects' responses were separated into MIS
and non-MIS groups. Inclusion in either group
was dictated by the subject's major area of study.
In cases where a subject is pursuing a dual major
(e.g., MIS and Accounting), the subjects were instructed to indicate which major they preferred to
be associated with. The distributions of these responses were then analyzed using a chi-square test
for independence to determine if the distributions
were significantly different.

Discussion and Implications for Management of
MIS Personnel
Each category of situations are now presented.
Responses are presented and discussed, followed
by comments on implications. The first category,
containing four situations, addresses obligation.
Obligation of Responsible Use. A student had
access to the university computer system because a class she was taking required extensive computer usage. The student enjoyed
playing games on the computer, and frequently had to request extra computer funds
from her professor in order to complete her
assignments.
The student's use of the computer to play games
was

NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
64%
29%
7%
66%
23%
11%

Both groups indicated that this behavior was
unacceptable. However, game playing was not the
problem perceived by some. One subject indicated
that game playing is acceptable after work has
been completed. This subject seems to be objecting to playing before completing the assignments.
Another subject indicated that game playing was
acceptable but exhausting the computer funds was
not. Apparently, had the student managed the
game playing activity more responsibly, the behavior would have been acceptable to this subject.
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Obligation of Responsibility. An engineer
needed a program to perform a series of
complicated calculations. She found a computer programmer capable of writing the
program, but would only hire the programmer if he agreed to share any liability
that may result from an error in the engineer's calculations. The programmer said
he would be willing to assume any liability
due to a malfunction of the program, but
was unwilling to share any liability due to an
error in the engineer's calculations.
The programmer's position in this situation is
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
9%
19%
72%
2%
8%

The difference in the distribution of these responses is statistically significant ( p = .03).
The engineer's position in this situation is
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
36%
29%
35%
61%
28%
11%

The difference in the distribution of these responses is statistically significant (p = .005).
Although a very slight majority of the non-MIS
subjects agreed with the programmer in this
scenario, the MIS subjects were much more clearly
supportive of the programmer. The differences in
the distribution of responses are strongly statistically significant in both questions. The difference
in the two groups is most notable in the second
question.
Obligation of Acknowledgment. A scientist
developed a theory that required construction of a computer model to prove. He hired
a computer programmer to build the model,
and the theory was shown to be correct. The
scientist won several awards for the development of the theory, but he never acknowledged the contribution of the computer programmer.
The scientist's failure to acknowledge the computer programmer was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
67%
28%
5%
51%
38%
11%
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The majority of both groups felt that the programmer should be recognized for his contribution to the scientist's success. However, the MIS
subjects' responses are not as emphatic. This result could indicate that the non-MIS subjects value
the skills of the programmer more than the MIS
subjects.
Obligation to Client. The owner of a small
business needed a computer-based accounting system. One day, he identified the various inputs and outputs he felt were required
to satisfy his needs. Then, he showed his
design to a computer programmer and asked
the programmer if she could implement such
a system. The programmer knew she could
implement the system because she had developed much more sophisticated accounting
systems in the past. In fact, she felt this
design was rather crude and would soon
need several major revisions. But, she didn't
say anything about her feelings because the
business owner didn't ask her and she
thought maybe she could be the one hired to
implement the needed revisions later.
The programmer's decision not to point out the
design flaws was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 37%
MIS 64%
The difference in the distribution of these responses is statistically significant ( p = .01).
Again, the groups differ in a statistically significant manner. The majority of the MIS subjects
felt that the programmer's behavior was unacceptable. Apparently, they have a professional ethic
that requires them to provide the best service
possible to a client. The non-MIS subjects were
not so clearly decided on this one. The majority
found the programmer's action questionable. Corporate conflict could occur in this type of situation if, for example, an MIS staff person felt more
work was required to adequately complete an assignment, but a manager in another functional
area perceived the work as unnecessary. The MIS
employee could experience job dissatisfaction in
this situation.
Regarding obligations, the responses appear to
indicate that there is a general belief that computer resources should be utilized responsibly, that
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programming consultants should provide high quality service, and that programming professionals
should take responsibility for their work but should
not be expected to assume responsibility for actions beyond their control.
The results indicate that entry-level MIS personnel generally feel obligated to provide a high
quality product. One would expect that little effort
should be required to create a quality control
environment in which entry-level MIS personnel
participate actively. Generally speaking, however,
MIS entry-level personnel see no harm in utilizing
corporate resources for personal motives that are
not income producing. MIS management should
make clear the corporate policy regarding this
type of activity.
Relative to others, MIS entry-level personnel
may generally perceive less value in their product.
This perception may lead to increased self-doubt
about the employee's contribution to the organization, and consequently to decreased job satisfaction [7]. While all management should occasionally praise lower level employees' work, the results
indicate that MIS management should be especially careful to do so. Also, in matrix organizations where project teams may be formed combining staff from many corporate functions, MIS
management should be careful to control the demands placed on MIS staff by other managers.
The next four situations address issues of opportunity.
Opportunity for Unauthorized Access. A student suspected and found a loophole in the
university computer's security system that
allowed him to access other students' records. He told the system administrator
about the loophole, but continued to access
others' records until the problem was corrected two weeks later.
The student's action in searching for the
loophole was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 28%
41%
MIS 19%
The student's action in continuing to access
others' records for two weeks was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 87%
MIS 89%
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The system administrator's failure to correct
the problem sooner was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 34%
MIS 43%
The majority of MIS and non-MIS subjects
questioned the acceptability of searching for a
loophole in the computer's security system. However, thirty per cent of each group felt that this
action was clearly acceptable. One subject commented that the question did not reflect his interpretation of the situation; he felt " searching" for a
loophole stated the case too strongly. Regardless,
continued exploitation of the security problem
was overwhelmingly perceived as unacceptable behavior by both groups. Both groups indicated the
system administrator should have responded more
quickly to the situation. One subject explained his
"acceptable" response, however, by noting that
the administrator may have been too busy to get
to the problem immediately.
Opportunity to Obtain Software. A computer
user called a mail order computer program
store to order a particular accounting system. When he received his order, he found
out that the store had accidentally sent him
a very expensive word processing program as
well as the accounting package that he had
ordered. He looked at the invoice, and it
indicated only that the accounting package
had been sent. The user decided to keep the
word processing package.
The user's decision to keep the word processing
package was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
31%
48%
21%
47%
38%
15%

Although not statistically significant, there appears to be greater intolerance for this action by
MIS subjects. Almost half of the MIS subjects
indicated keeping the word processing software
was clearly unacceptable. The non-MIS subjects
appear unsure; almost half labeled the action
questionable.
Opportunity for Disruptive Behavior. A
manager of a company that sells computer
processing services bought similar services
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from a competitor. She used her access to
the competitor's computer to try to break
the security system, identify other customers,
and cause the system to "crash" (cause loss
of service to others). She used the service for
over a year and always paid her bills
promptly.
The manager's actions were
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
97%
1%
1%
98%
0%
2%

ble excuse for unethical behavior. Across all of
these situations, the MIS subjects generally rejected behaviors as unacceptable based on the
behavior, not on the likelihood of the behavior
being detected. Based on these results, entry-level
MIS personnel would not be expected to behave
in a questionable manner due solely to the fact
that the opportunity for such action may present
itself.
The last four situations focus on the intent
variable.
Use of Corporate Resource - Non-profit. A
computer programmer enjoyed building
small computer systems to give his friends.
He would frequently go to his office on
Saturday when no one was working and use
his employer's computer to develop systems.
He did not hide the fact that he was going
into the building; he had to sign a register at
a security desk each time he entered.

Both groups were quite clear in their stand on
this issue. The manager's behavior is unacceptable. Regardless of the manager's contractual legitimacy to access the competitor's system, the intent is clearly malicious and as such is considered
unacceptable.
Opportunity Due to Privileged Access. A programmer at a bank realized that he had
accidentally overdrawn his checking account.
He made a small adjustment in the bank's
accounting system so that his account would
not have an additional service charge assessed. As soon as he made a deposit that
made his balance positive again, he corrected
the bank's accounting system.

The programmer's use of the company computer was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 11%
55%
MIS 10%
The next situation is similar.
Use of Corporate Resource - Profit. A computer programmer built small computer systems in order to sell them. This was not his
main source of income, he worked for a
moderately sized computer vendor. He would
frequently go to his office on Saturday when
no one was working and use his employer's
computer to develop systems. He did not
hide the fact that he was going into the
building; he had to sign a register at a security desk each time he entered.

The programmer's modification of the accounting system was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
86%
11%
3%

Both groups gave a strong indication that the
programmer's action was unacceptable. This result
may not be expected, however, since often individuals are allowed some latitude in their actions
against organizations. Apparently, the subjects felt
that the programmer's access to the system negated
any latitude they may have otherwise allowed.
Generally speaking, "opportunity" in these
situations can be more explicitly described as "opportunity to behave in a manner which will be
undetected, or which is immune to retribution." In
three of the situations, the opportunity for undetected access occurs. The other situation reflects
opportunity for disruptive behavior which is protected by contractual agreement. Regardless of the
situation, however, opportunity is not an accepta-

The programmer's use of the company computer was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
32%
45%
23%
40%
51%
9%

Here, computing resource misuse for profit is
generally considered unacceptable behavior. The
MIS subjects are much stronger in their indications in this regard. Although the majority of both
groups in both situations are undecided about the
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acceptability of using corporate computing facilities for personal use, there is a clear shift toward
unacceptability when personal gain is intended.
Intent to Keep Copied Software. A student at
a university learned to use an expensive
spreadsheet program in her accounting class.
The student would go to the university microcomputer lab, check out the spreadsheet
software, complete her assignment, and return the software. Signs were posted in the
lab indicating that copying software was forbidden. One day, she decided to copy the
software anyway so she could work her assignments at her apartment.
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significant as in the first question. The third question indicates that the majority in both groups feel
outright software copying is unacceptable. One
subject apparently had a problem responding to
this question. No response was given, only a comment written in the margin: "Ugh! I'm guilty."
Intent of Virus Program. A "virus" program
is a microcomputer program (typically) that
performs tasks that a user has not requested,
or does not want to perform. Some virus
programs erase all files on a disk, some just
print silly messages. One day, a very good
student programmer decided to write a virus
program. Virus programs always make a copy
of themselves on other disks automatically,
so the virus will spread to unsuspecting users.
The student wrote a program that caused the
microcomputer to ignore every fifth command entered by a user. The student took
his program to the university computing lab
and installed it on one of the microcomputers. Before long, the virus had spread to
hundreds of users.

If the student destroyed her copy of the software at the end of the semester, her action in
copying the software was
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 45%
MIS
The difference in the distribution of these responses is statistically significant ( p = .002).
If the student forgot to destroy her copy of the
software at the end of the semester, her action in
copying the software was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
56%
39%
5%
31%
54%

The difference in the distribution of these responses is statistically significant ( p = .01).
If the student never intended to destroy the
software at the end of the semester, her action in
copying the software was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
77%
20%
3%
69%
23%
8%

The first question's responses reflect a clear
difference in the two groups. The MIS subjects are
much more tolerant of copying the software for
personal convenience. While the majority of MIS
subjects consider this behavior acceptable, the
majority of non-MIS subjects feel it is clearly
unacceptable. There is a clear shift by the MIS
subjects in the second question, however. Here,
the MIS subjects are not as forgiving of the software "piracy." Still, the difference in the distribution of the two groups' responses are statistically
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The student's action infecting hundreds of users'
disks was
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
96%
4%
0%
98%
2%
0%

If the virus program output the message "Have
a nice day.", then the student's action infecting
hundreds of users' disks would have been
Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
NON 55%
MIS 60%
If the virus erased files, then the student's action infecting hundreds of users' disks would have
been
NON
MIS

Unacceptable Questionable Acceptable
96%
4%
0%
96%
4%
0%

All subjects generally agreed that spreading the
virus that affected command processing was unacceptable behavior. But, spreading a nondestructive virus caused a perceptible shift in many of the
subjects' minds. A number of non-MIS subjects
even rated this behavior acceptable. Although the
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Table 1
Managerial implications of survey results
Situation

MIS Managerial Implication

Obligation of Responsible Use
Obligation of Responsibility

MIS entry-level personnel generally responsible.
Responsibilities of MIS staff may need to be clearly delineated to other functional
areas.
Contributions of MIS personnel should be explicitly recognized. MIS personnel may
undervalue work.
MIS entry-level personnel may feel conflicts regarding amount of work that should be
performed. Policies outlining acceptable levels of service should be provided.
System loopholes may be sought but exploitation of them is unacceptable. Policies for
reporting and fixing security problems should be clear.
MIS management may need to emphasize to staff that keeping unauthorized software is
a crime.
All entry-level staff overwhelmingly reject any behavior that is disruptive.

Obligation of Acknowledgment
Obligation to Client
Opportunity for Unauthorized
Access
Opportunity to Obtain Software
Opportunity for Disruptive Behavior
Opportunity Due to Privileged
Access
Use of Corporate Resource, Nonprofit
Use of Corporate Resource, Profit
Intent to Keep Copied Software
Intent of Virus Program

Very few MIS entry-level staff would take advantage of their privileged access to
systems.
MIS management need to clearly state policies regarding personal use of corporate
facilities.
MIS entry-level personnel may use corporate resource for personal profit.
MIS entry-level personnel may not realize implication of unauthorized software
copying. Corporate position needs to be explicit.
Destructive behavior is unacceptable, nuisance behavior is questionable. Corporate
policies need to be clear.

shifts occur in both groups, fewer MIS subjects
found the behavior clearly acceptable.
Generally speaking, "innocent" acts are acceptable, while "malicious" acts are not. MIS management should clearly specify to MIS staff the
boundaries of "acceptable" behavior to reduce the
risk of innocent acts at the entry-level becoming
major corporate problems at higher organizational
levels. The MIS responses generally indicate that
deceptive practices or actions clearly intended to
result in personal gain are unacceptable.
Table 1 summarizes the survey results and implications.

Conclusions
This study supports prior findings that differences exist between MIS subjects and non-MIS
subjects (e.g., [5]) in a sample representative of
entry-level personnel in the southwestern United
States. The survey responses indicate MIS and
non-MIS groups perceive differences in the obligations of MIS staff, that opportunity is not a reasonable excuse for questionable behavior, and that
some acts are acceptable or unacceptable based on

the actor's ultimate intent. Frequently, corporate
policies, or contractual agreements, are not as
ambiguous. For example, the responses indicate
that many of our subjects consider copying software for convenience to be acceptable behavior,
while most contractual agreements strictly forbid
such action, regardless of motive. This type of
misjudgment (i.e., believing an act to be acceptable when it is actually unacceptable) leads to
embarrassing situations. Managers are required to
explain their subordinates' actions. More importantly, these conflicts could lead to loss of
goodwill by clients, ultimately leading to lost business opportunities for the organization.
MIS managers need to be particularly careful
to make explicit corporate policies regarding ethical behavior. Because the information systems field
is relatively young, expecting entry-level personnel
to be inherently aware of ethical policies may be
unreasonable. As technology expands into new
areas, information systems managers must constantly re-evaluate how the technology use impacts others. While basic principles of "right and
wrong" are generally stable, ethical policies that
reflect technological impact may evolve with the
technology.
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